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- The new blockbuster nutrient? (Dr. Andrew Weil, Director of the Arizona Center for Integrative Medicine at the University of Arizona) 06/18/2014 Examiner Yahoo! Shine
- Nearly 50 pound tumor removed from Tucson woman (Dr. Tun Jie, interim chief of the Division of Abdominal Transplant Surgery in the Dept. of Surgery) 06/17/2014 KGUN-TV
- Ugandan orphan Little Lewis gets surgery and stands tall (Dr. Ali Baaj, Director of Spinal Neurosurgery at University of Arizona Medical Center) 06/17/2014 KVOA Tucson News
- Following in Father's Footsteps: UA Med Student Trains Alongside Dad (UA College of Medicine - Phoenix student Erica Wadas) 06/15/2014 KSAZ-TV (Phoenix)
- Dr. Weil's Tips For Getting Rid Of Toenail Fungus (Dr. Andrew Weil, Director of the Arizona Center for Integrative Medicine at the University of Arizona) 06/15/2014 Prevention Magazine